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Q2. Find the equation of tlie tangent at the point a to the conic

Q3 If PSP'be a focal chord of a corric. then plove that:

(i) tangents at P and P'intcrscct at the directrix.

(ii) the angle between P arrcl P'is fan-1 (:#)

Q4. Trace the conic x2 *Zxy *.lr - ix +,t l : 0.
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The candidates are required to attempt hr.o questions each from the Section A ct B.

Section C lvill be compulsory.

Section-A

Q1. Prove that the general equatiorr of the second degree is ax2+ 2hxy + byt + 2g, + 2fi,:1t,

by rotating the axes throLrglr an angle 0.

Section-B

Find an equation of sphere u,hich passes through the points (1.2.3). (1. 1,4). (0.3.3). and

(1,3.2). (6)

(a) Find the equatiorr o1'the tangent plane at the point (xr,-yt, zt) o1'the sphere

)222x +l' +: -o
(Ul OAtain the equation to the sphere u,hich passes through the circle

x, * y, * z2 *2x + 2y+ -l: - j : 0. lr r-.1' t z : 4 and touch the plane 3x + zl_r, : 14. (3)
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Q7. Find the equation of the cone whose vertex is at (1, l, l) and pass through the curve

x2+1,2+22=l andx*tt*z=|. (6)

Q8. Find the equation of the right circular cylinder of radius 3 whose axis passes throush the

point (1, - 1,2) and has the direction numbers <2, - 1, - 3>. (6)

Section-C

Qe.

(i) Find the eccentricity and directrix of r (l -2 sin 0)=2.

(ii) Find the area of trian-sle rvith one vertex at origin in polar form.

(iii) Change to Cartesian coordinates the equation r: a .yin 20.

(iv) What do you mean by invariants? Give its conditions.

(v) Show that section of a sphere bv a plane is a circle.

(ui) What is the orthogonalitt, condition olnvo spheres?

(vii) Define right circular cone. Also r,vrite its equation.

(viii) Differentiate between a cylinder and a right circular cylinder. 2 r 8 ,-. l6
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